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Glance @ SBPCOE:

- SBPCOE is an AICTE approved Engineering college. It's one of best emerging engineering institute in S P Pune University. It's a premier professional establishment that has carved a niche for itself in the field of technical education in a very short span of time. Education at SBPCOE is a synergy of various innovative techniques while offering quality training education to the students.
- The Institute has been offering undergraduate Engineering Courses in the various branches such as Electronics & telecommunication Engineering, Computer Engineering, Civil Engineering, Mechanical engineering and Electrical Engineering.

Objective of III Industry institute Interaction summit 2016:

- We would like to bring together professionals from industry on one platform to share their experiences and knowledge on the best way to address the issue of unemployable, in a pertinent and systematic manner which will empower the industry with efficient manpower.
- Integrate employ-ability of fresher engineer.
- Student’s awareness about present and future industry trends.
- To enlighten the students on expectation of industry from them and help institutions create a conducive environment to make students employable
- To cultivate the strong links with industry
- To bring about MOU’S and Agreements with various industrial and research organizations in different fields and sectors to promote various forms of interactions
About SBPCOE:

SBPCOE's mission is to increase capacity for sustainable development in the rural region through educational programs and advanced research. The Undergraduate Program and Post Graduate contributes to this mission by educating a new generation of graduates to have the skills and knowledge necessary to pursue successful life-long careers in the practice and application of engineering. Technical knowledge is only one aspect of an engineer's career development. What the ideal undergraduate experience can do besides providing a strong technical foundation is to prepare its graduates fully for the realities they will face in industry by exposing them to real world problems and industrial settings as early and often as possible. At SBPCOE, We strive to give every student that exposure.

SBPCOE aims at providing an enjoyable learning experience to its students throughout their entire tenure in the college. In addition to their academics, students can participate in a wide variety of extracurricular activities in the field of arts & sports, and will receive institutional support to excel in those, at both learning as well as competitive stages.
To build a sustainable partnership with industry for the mutual benefits of Industry and students, S B Patil College of Engineering, Indapur, Pune organized an Industry Institute Interaction summit 2k16 on Wednesday, 13th Jan 2016. The objective of this event was to bridge the gap between Industry expectations and student’s skills required for their successful career in industry.

The program started industry delegate’s interaction with college trustee Miss. Ankita Patil with more than 40 industry leaders in conference. such as Mr. Balasaheb Sonawane (GM HR, Bilt), Mr. Kishorkumar Joshi (Manager IFC, Piaggio), Mr. K.B. Gaikwad (GM Operation, Cotton king), Mr. Balasaheb Hole (Head Maintenance, Kirloskar), Mr. Abhishek Dhavan (CEO, feelsoft), Mr. Yogesh Khatale (HR Manager, Apolo Tyres), Dr. T.B. Mohite-Patil (Principal-DYPCOE Kolhapur), Swati Malhotra (Director-APPART), etc, Mr. Shitalkumar Rawandale (Dean III, PCCOE and PCCOE&R), Mr. Abhijit Shinde (Director, Bits Electronics), Mr. Yogesh Ranaware (HR Manager, CMP Euro), Surbhi Rattan (Business Head, Airtel), Mr. Kunjal Kamdar (Social Media Strategist, Polaris Consulting).

After that, the lamp lighting by Mr. Anup Ramchandran (head HR, Bajaj Auto), Mr. Kulvinder Singh (Director Marketing Strategy, Synechron), Dr. Girish Desai (Director, PCET Pune), Dr. Pravin Nemade (Principal S B Patil college Of Engineering), Moumita Sanan (Lead, Kuotient).

More than 20 industry experts from various sectors like manufacturing, IT, Electrical & Electronics, construction and many more were present in the Industry Institute Interaction. Dr. P.D. Nemade presented the insight of SBPCOE Foundation. Various job sectors in different industries, state wise analysis, Job period analysis, to identify the gap between industry and students and suggesting appropriate knowledge and skill sets to bridge the same; there Miss. Ankita Patil carried forward with her various agenda items like identify the areas of training and internship for creating better placement opportunities for students and best education commitments by S B Patil college of Engineering.
Key Note Addresses:

1. Shitalkumar Rawandale (Dean III- PCCOE & PCCOE&R)
   - Industry expectation from fresher
   - Market analysis according to job availability
   - Requirement of soft skill and communication
   - Importance of English language
   - Employability by foreign language
   - Patent in India
   - Job age Analysis
   - Higher Education

2. Kulvinder Singh (Director, Synechron)
   - Basic fundamental should be given more importance.
   - Practical knowledge of a student should be at highest priority.
   - An Advisory Board should be in place for valuable input/insight for bridging the gap between industry need and student present status.
   - Student should take up Industry oriented projects
   - How logical reasoning is important in industry
   - General knowledge about industry people, awareness of the services by industries, getting information of processes in industry

3. Anup Ramchandran (HR Head – Bajaj Auto)
   - Basic fundamental should be given more importance.
   - Practical knowledge of a student should be at highest priority.
   - Awareness of the services by industries, getting information of processes in industry
   - How social quotient should be increased
   - Student should take up Industry oriented projects
   - How logical reasoning is important in industry
4. Surbhi Rattan (Account Business Head, Airtel)
   - Basic fundamental should be given more importance.
   - Stress management
   - Discussed about opportunity
   - Leadership
   - Corporate expectation from talent
   - Attitude
   - Confident about the any process of placement

5. Krishan Hole (Head Maintenance, Kirloskar)
   - Industry expectation and
   - Industry requirement from fresh engineers
   - Example of Bahubali Movie
   - Positive thinking
   - Manufacturing process

6. Yogesh Khatale (Head HR. Apolo Tyres group)
   - Positive and negative attitude
   - Goal setting
   - Vision and dream of students
   -Shared experience about industry & college life
   - Time Management

7. Mr. Kunjal Kamdar (Social media strategist, Polaris)
   - Benefits of Social media
   - How use social media
   - How to search jobs on linkdin, facebook, twitter etc
   - How to choose profile’
   - Discussion about the social media
   - Uploading the photos and sharing the photos
   - Recruitment through social media
   - How to Find emotional quotient through social media

Thorough brainstorming session resulted into defining a roadmap in terms of providing practical knowledge to students, organizing training on latest tools and technologies by industry experts and establishing Centre of Excellence at SBPCOE Campus.

At the end Dr. P.D. Nemade dedicated his sincere thanks to all valued invited senior officials and delegates from industry.
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